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Subject: Call From Max Holland on Manchester Papers

Body:

Max Holland has been up in Boston for some time doing research and has been spending time at the JFK 

Library.He called me today about the McGeorge Bundy memorandum regarding the events of November 22, 

1963 and the following days that William Manchester used in The Death of a President. As I had mentioned to 

you before, from the folder list we have from the JFKL, it appears that a copy of this Bundy memo is in the 

Manchester Collection.Max requested to see the memo from the Library staff. He was told that the papers 

were deeded, not the property of the Library and thus, not available.Max wanted to make the point that prior 

to the Board's existence, he had a similar showdown with the Library over the RFK papers. According to Max, 

the Library originally said that the papers were deeded, not the property of the Library, and thus, not available 

(same as with Manchester papers, says Max). Subsequently, after contesting the Library's view, he said that he 

got a letter from NARA saying that the papers would be opened. For example, the RFK diaries (or some) were 

opened up. Holland's point is that a precedent was established and acknowledged with the RFK papers that is 

relevant to the Manchester papers and that they should be available to the public. He said that he would fax 

the letter he remembers receiving from NARA when he gets back from Boston. Max stated that he thought 

the Manchester papers should be a priority for the Board. I assured him that this was an open issue, that a lot 

of time had already been spent on it and that we were not done yet.
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